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The Bible has provided mankind with many different things 
down through the years* It has given us the basic beliefs of two 
major religions, Judaism and Christianity. It has also given inspira¬ 
tions, consolation, and comfort and has been called the greatest of 
all books. The Bible however, furnishes us with something other 
than religion and inspiration. It is also great literature and 
within its pages can be found as much action, color, drama, excite¬ 
ment, and as many interesting characters as could be found in any 
good piece of fiction. It is only natural that this wealth of 
material should be used over and over again by creative writers who 
find there a never-ending stream of plots for their fiction creations. 
There are numerous reasons why fiction based on the Bible 
should be included in the general library's collection. First, it 
should be included because it is fiction. Lenrow^ states that the 
"extent of non-fiction reading rarely approaches that of fiction 
reading." Secondly, the reading of Biblical fiction may supplement 
the reading of the Bible. It enlarges upon the Bible and makes it 
come to life. There are many insights that can be gained by reading 
^•Elbert Lenrow, Reader's Guide to Prose Fiction (New Yorks 
D. Appleton-Century Company, 19UO), p. 13. 
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a novel based on a Bible story that may not be gotten from reading 
the simple narrative found in the Bible. 
To many people, there is no form of literature quite so 
appealing as biography. Biographies of the great charac¬ 
ters of the Old and New Testaments Kill do much to thro* 
light on the writing of the various books of the Bible.1 
Finally, fiction based on the Bible is important because it can lead 
the reader back to the original source for reference and substantia¬ 
tion. ^ This, in turn, can lead to a deeper study of the Bible. 
In order to provide readers with material for the above pur¬ 
poses it is necessary that librarians have a comprehensive listing 
of the books that have been written in this category. This list 
should also indicate what section of the Bible is treated in each 
work so as to make it easier for the librarian to make suggestions 
to readers. At the present time there is no bibliography of this 
type. There are a few sources such as Baker,3 Logasa,^4 and Nield^ 
where lists of Biblical fiction may be located but they are out of 
date. Under the heading "Bible Stories" in the main botfy of the 
^0. Gerald Lawson, "What About Religious Books?", Library 
Journal, LXXI (May 1, 19U6), 628. 
^enrow, op. cit., p. ll*. 
3 
Ernest A. Baker, A Guide to Historical Fiction (New York: 
Macmillan, 19110. 
%annah Logasa, Historical Fiction and Other Reading 
References for Classes in Junior and Senior High Schools lPhila¬ 
delphia: Mckinley Publishing Company, l^ii9J 
-’Jonathan Nield, A Guide to the Best Historical Novels and 
Tales (London: E. Mathews & Marrot, 19291. 
3 
Fiction Catalog^- and in the index of Book Review Digest^ may be found 
more recent titles of fiction based on the Bible. Under subject 
headings consisting of the names of Biblical characters with the sub¬ 
title fiction in Subject Guide to Books in Print^ and Booklist^ 
other works of this type may be located. Thus, it becomes dear 
that although the material may be found it requires quite a bit of 
searching in widely scattered sources to locate it, so a compilation 
is much needed. 
Librarians should be aware of the fact that fiction based on 
the Bible may take several forms and the ability to distinguish 
between these forms mill be of great help in making suggestions to 
readers. 
The biblical story may merely be retold, enlarging 
the details, clarifying motivations, and adding impli¬ 
cations which may or may not be found in the original 
story... A much more prolific field of fictional 
creation, however, takes the Bible as a point of 
departure and adds a series of incidents to expand the 
original amount and give nee values to it... Others 
take a biblical incident as only a small part of the 
book and weave a series of fictional incidents around 
it.5 
Each of these types is based directly on the Bible and will be the 
only types considered in this study. Asheim, however, states further 
^•Fiction Catalog (Nee York: H. W. Wilson Company, 1908- ). 
^Book Review Digest (New York: H. W. Wilson Company, 1905- ). 
^Subject Guide to Books in Print (New York: R. R. Bowker Co., 
1957- U 
^Booklist (Chicago: American Library Association, 1905- ). 
^Lester Asheim, The Humanities and the Library (Chicago: 
American Library Association, 19î>7)> p. 26. 
h 
that any book dealing with a Christian theme must stem ftom biblical 
materials.^- Ibis more remote type of biblical fiction will not be 
dealt with in this study. 
Librarians should also be cognizant of the fact that there 
are two ways of looking at fiction based on the Bible. This is 
important in judging the reviews and criticisms of the books. Firs$, 
this type of book may be regarded as religious and inspirational 
literature. Reviewers who hold this opinion about the purpose of 
biblical fiction look for the degree of reverence with which the 
characters and story are handled, whether the facts that appear in 
the Bible are strictly adhered to, and the faithfulness of the 
author's interpretation to standard religious dogma. Reviews of 
this type may be found in such religious periodicals as Catholic 
World^ andChristian Century.3 Biblical fiction may also be regarded 
simply as historical fiction and reviewers judge it on the basis of 
its clear depiction of actual periods, persons, and events of history 
in such a manner as they can be readily identified. ^ Good critical 
reviews can be found in such periodicals as the New York Times Book 
Review5 and The Saturday Review of Literature.6 
J-Ibid. 
^Catholic World (New York: Missionary Society of Saint Paul 
the Apostle, 186^- 7. 
^Christian Centuiy (Chicago: Christian Century Foundation, 188U- 
) • 
^Helen E. Haines, Living With Books (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 195>0), pTTWt 
^New York Times Book Review (New York: New York Times 
Publishing Company, 1896- 
^Saturday Review of Literature (New York: Saturday Review 
Asso dates, 192ii- J, 
5 
Of course, the librarian can read the novel and compare 
Biblical facts with fiction. There are many sources that may 
be used for this purpose. The Bible itself Hill serve as a starting 
point after Hhich ihe Interpreter’s Bible^, Hastings’ Dictionary of 
the Bibleand Wright's Historical Atlas to the Bjble^ among other 
reference tools may be consulted. 
Purpose and Scope 
The first purpose of this study is to compile a bibliography 
of fiction based on the Bible. Hie books are included on the basis 
of having been listed in bibliographical sources as Bible stories or 
as fiction under the names of Biblical characters. 
Hie second purpose of this study is to annotate each book 
critically after reading at least one review of it. Ihe annotations 
will be aimed at trying to show whether the book is considered to be 
good biblical fiction. 
The third purpose of this study is to analyze the biblio¬ 
graphy according to date of publication, section of the Bible 
treated, Biblical characters that appear most often, and general 
methods of treating the story. This will be done in order to form 
some generalizations about fiction based on the Bible. 
The scope of this study is limited to those bookfc published 
^•The Interpreter's Bible (vols. 1-5, 7-11, New York: Abingdon- 
Cokesbury Press, 1951- ). 
^James Hastings, Dictionary of the Bible (New York: Scribner, 
1909). 
^George Ernest Wright, Ihe Westminster Historical Atlas to the 
Bible (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, l9h5). 
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in the United States from 1899 to 1959 listed in bibliographical sources 
as Bible stories. All of the books included in the bibliography are 
adult books which means that they are suitable for the reader on the 
senior high schocitlevel and above. With a few exceptions, the only 
type of fiction included in this stucty are novels. Some collections 
of short stories are used b»t only when all of the stories in one 
book may be taken together to form one complete story. 
Significance 
Since there is no bibliography as such of fiction based on 
the Bible, this study is significant because it compiles in one place 
the books that may be included in that category written during the 
last 60 years. The list should be helpful to librarians who need 
such a list for reader’s advisory services. This list may also 
prove useful to teachers and students of the Bible as a guide to 
supplementary reading materials on various personages of the Bible. 
There is a possibility that the bibliography may be used as a buying 
guide or checklist for those librarians who wish to build up their 
collections of this type of fiction. 
Methodology 
A bibliography of all books listed as 3ible stories for the 
years 1899-1959 was compiled. The sources used to gather these 
titles were: Booklist, Book Review Digest, Baker's Guide to Historical 
Fiction, Fiction Catalog, Logasa's Historical Fiction, Nield's 
Historical Fiction, and Subject Guide to Books in Print. From these 
7 
sources, only those books were chosen that Here published in the 
United States during the period 1899-1959* All of the books selected 
ere classed as adult novels. 
Critical reviens Here read for each book in at least one of 
the folloning sources* Nen York Times Book Review, New fork Herald 
Tribune Book Review,3- Saturday Review of Literature, and Library 
Journal.^ Annotations were written after reading the reviews. 
The bibliography thus compiled was analyzed in the following 
ways: first, the books in the bibliography were analyzed by date of 
publication; secondly, the books in the bibliography were analyzed by 
section of the Bible treated; thirdly, the books in the bibliography 
were analyzed as to characters that were portrayed; and finally, the 
books in the bibliography were analyzed to show what general methods 
were used to transfer the Bible to fiction. 
In order to analyze the bibliography by date of publication, 
it was necessary to be sure that the publication date for each book 
was included in the information about each book gotten from the 
bibliographical sources used. The time span covered hy this biblio¬ 
graphy was arranged in consecutive periods of five years each, the 
titles were placed in their appropriate periods, and the total number 
of titles falling in each period was counted. The percentage of the 
total production of Biblical fiction for each period was also given, 
■ — . ■ 1 I, ■■■■■■II, ■ ■■ — !.■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ - ■ 
%ew York Herald Tribune Book Review (New lork: New York 
Herald Tribune, Inc., 192L- 7^ 
^Library Journal (New York: R. R, Bowker Co., 1876- ). 
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This information «as presented in tabular form and showed at what 
periods publication of Bible fiction was at its highest and lowest 
periods. 
Analysis of the books in the bibliography by section of the 
Bible treated was done by carefully reading the review of each book 
to determine whether the story was taken from the Old Testament, the 
Apocrypha, or the New Testament. The titles falling under each of 
the three sections were counted to show the total number of books that 
have been written on each of the sections. Percentages of the total 
number in each category were also presented. 
In order to form a generalization about which personages of 
the Bible have the most popular appeal for writers of fiction, it 
was necessary to determine what characters appear most often in 
fiction based on the Bible. Again, the reviews of the books were 
used to gather this information. Each reviewer told with what character 
the book dealt. The next step, then, was to arrange all titles dealing 
with a specific character together and tabulate the results. In 
Biblical fiction the fictitious characters who play leading roles, 
also seemed to fall into certain types. After reading the reviews 
those types were ascertained and the material tabulated to get a 
general picture of what the fictitious Biblical character was like. 
In transferring the Bible story to the novel the author may 
deal with his material in three ways. He may present his material 
in a historical manner using all the methods of research that the 
historian would use, or he may write a Biblical romance that is 
9 
completely fictional and as far removed from the original Bible story 
as possibleThe third type that is closely related to the his¬ 
torical study is the biographical study which tells the story of one 
Bible personage* The reading of a review of each of the books pointed 
up those characteristics which placed the book in one of the categories* 
This information was tabulated to show how the Bible is treated most 
often in fiction* 
The bibliography Itself was arranged in three sections, the 
Old Testament, the Apocrypha, and the New Testament* Under each of 
these sections was arranged in alphabetical order the names of the 
characters treated in the titles used. Each title was arranged 
alphabetically by the last name of the author under the name of 
the character with which the book deals* Books dealing with 
fictional characters or those dealing with no specific Bible 
character were arranged alphabetically by the last name of the 
authors under the heading, History of Biblical Events* Complete 
bibliographical Information was given for each title* This includes 
author, title, place of publication, publisher, date of publication, 
number of pages, and price (at time of publication)* 
Finally, a brief annotation was given for each title* This 
annotation is based on the reviews of the books and is aimed at giving 
a critical look at the contents of the books to show what value they 
have as fiction based on the Bible* 
^Baker, op. cit., p. viii. 
CHAPTER II 
ANALYSIS OF THE BIBLIOGRAPHY 
The sources from mhich the bibliography mas compiled yielded 
a total of l6ii titles* These titles sere analyzed in several nays 
in order to bring out certain characteristics of fiction based on 
the Bible. The purpose of this analysis mas to provide for the li¬ 
brarian some help in the selection of Biblical fiction* 
Analysis of the Books in the Bibliography 
Ëy ëate oj Publication 
In order to analyze the books in the bibliography by date 
of publication it mas first necessary to ascertain the publication 
date for each mork* A check sheet mas made dividing the 60-year 
period into five-year intervals* Each date mas checked in its 
proper place* In this may it mas possible to determine the total 
number of titles published in each five-year period* This method 
also shomed the periods that mere most prolific in the production 
of fiction based on the Bible and those periods in mhich pro¬ 
duction mas slack* When the totals mere knomn it mas then 
possible to find the percentage of the total number of titles 
that mere published in each of the five-year periods* It mas noted 
that if the 60-year period mas divided into 10-year intervals the 
10 
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trend in publication was more clearly shown so Table 1 is divided 
in that manner. 
TABLE 1 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF TITLES PUBLISHED IN EACH 
TEN-YEAR PERIOD ÏROM 1899-195? 
Years Number Percentage 
1899-1909 8 U.9 
1910-1919 3 1.8 
1920-1929 16 9.8 
1930-1939 2? 17.7 
19UO-19U9 38 23.2 
1950-1959 70 U2.6 
Total l6lt 100.0 
It is clear from the above table that the most prolific 
years for the production of Biblical fiction were the years 1950- 
195?- This may be partially explained by the fact that more accurate 
information was available for this period. However, it may also be 
noted that the social trends of the period have influenced the publi¬ 
cation of religious literature. According to the report of the 
President’s Research Committee on Social Trends the publication of 
religious books was very low during the period from 1912 to 1921. 
The expianation for the slump being that science had taken the place 
12 
of many religious beliefs.^- At the present this situation has been 
reversed and under the impact of the atom and Communism religious 
literature has become one of the strongest trends in general reader 
o 
interest.* 
Analysis of the Books in the Bibliography 
Ejy Section of the Bible Treated 
The Bible is generally divided into three sections; the Old 
Testament, the Apocrypha, and the New Testament. In order to deter¬ 
mine the number of times that each section was treated in Bible 
fiction a check sheet was made on which was checked the section of 
the Bible with which each title dealt. The review of each book 
served as a guide to the section of the Bible which was treated in 
the book. Table 2 shows the number and percent of titles published 
in each of the 10-year intervals that treated each of the three 
sections; the Old Testament, the Apocrypha, and the New Testament* 
The section of the Bible that received the least amount of 
attention by the novelists was the section called the Apocrypha. In 
many versions of the Bible this section is omitted entirely so it 
is not strange that it is not treated in fiction as often as the 
other two sections of the Bible. Many authorities feel that the 
Apociypha is not a true part of the Bible therefore it is left out. 
For this study the Bible was considered as a book that is divided 
■hfomell Hart, "Changing Social Attitudes and Interests," 
Recent Social Trends in the United States, ed. President's Research 
Committee! on Kecent! Social ‘Trends tliew ïork: McGraw-Hill, 1933), p* 
398. 
Baines, op. cit., p. 517. 
TABLE 2 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF TITLES PUBLISHED BY YEARS DEALING 
WITH THE THREE SECTIONS OF THE BIBLE 













1899-1909 h 2.U • • • • • • k 2.5 
1910-1919 1 .6 • • • • • • 2 1.2 
1920-1929 9 5.5 • • • • • • 7 U.3 
1930-1939 15 9.1 • • • • • • 1U 8.5 
19U0-19U9 12 7.U 1 .6 25 15.2 
1950-19*9 31 18.9 1 .6 38 23.2 
Total 72 U3.9 2 1.2 90 51w9 
Il* 
into three sections so that all fiction that dealt with any part 
of the Bible could be considered. A thorough search in the biblio¬ 
graphical sources used to compile the bibliography yielded only two 
titles based on material to be found in the Apocrypha. 
It is dear from the information presented in Table 2 that 
the New Testament was treated most often in fiction; New Testament 
fiction represents 5U.9 percent of the fiction based on the Bible. 
The Old Testament is second with 1*3.9 percent, while the Apocrypha 
is a poor third with only 1.2 percent of the total. 
Analysis of the Books in the Bibliography 
By Variety of Characters Treated 
Biblical characters.—It was interesting to note that certain 
Biblical characters were treated often on fiction based on the Bible. 
It is possible that these characters are presented in a very in¬ 
teresting manner in the Bible and thus have more appeal for the 
writers of fiction. It may also be true that the lives of these 
characters contain those elements that lend themselves more easily 
to fiétionslization. As the review of each book was read the major 
Biblical character was determined. Later this information was tabu¬ 
lated to show the number of times each character appeared. Those 
characters that played minor roles were not tabulated. Table 3 
shows the characters that were treated in fiction based on the Old 
Testament. 
In fiction based on the New Testament it was discovered that 
nearly every one of the titles had Jesus Christ as a character. It 
15 
TABLE 3 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF CHARACTERS FROM THE OLD TESTAMENT 
APPEARING IN BIBLICAL FICTION 
Name of Character Number Percentage 
Moses 11 15.3 
Joseph 7 10.1 
Da-rid 6 8.3 
Abraham 5 7.0 
Esther h 5.6 
Ruth a 5.6 
Solomon a 5.6 
Jezebel 3 a. 2 
Adam and Eve 2 2.9 
Isaiah II 2 2.9 
Jacob 2 2.9 
Jonah 2 2.9 
Samson 2 2.9 
Amos 1 i.a 
Deborah 1 i.a 
Hagar 1 i.a 
Jephthah 1 i.a 
Jeremiah 1 i.a 
Joshua 1 i.a 
Lot 1 i.a 
Nehemiah 1 i.a 
Samuel 1 i.a 
No Specific Character 8 ii.i 
Total | 72 100.0 
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nas necessary, then, to make a distinction between those books in 
which Jesus appeared as a major character and those that treated 
Jesus as an incidental or background character. Although Table U 
indicates that Jesus was a character in only llj of the titles, 
actually Jesus is a character in nearly every one of the titles, 
Only those in which the life of Jesus was treated as such were 
listed for tabulation purposes* 
Fictitious characters.—It was discovered that in Biblical 
fiction that did not deal with a specific Bible personage there was 
much repetition of types of fictitious characters. Those books 
generally were romances with the Bible setting as background for 
the unfolding of a tale about a fictitious person. Hie categories 
into which most of these characters fell is shown in Table £• 
It should be noted in connection with Table 5 that the 
types of fictitious characters were listed only if these characters 
were the major characters in the book. Minor fictitious characters 
were not analyzed because of the great number of them. 
Analysis of the Books in the Bibliography by 
Methods of treating the Bible Story 
The historical study.—The author may choose to present his 
material in a manner that is completely authentic. In this type of 
fiction the story told is accurate in every detail and the author 
remained true to the original account.'*’ Much of the fiction based 
iBaker, op. cit., p. vili. 
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TABLE k 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF CHARACTERS EROM THE NEW TESTAMENT 
APPEARING IN BIBLICAL FICTION 
Name of Character Number Percentage 
Jesus Christ 1U 15.6 
Paul 9 10 
Mary Magdalene 8 8.9 
Mary 7 8 
Barabbas 3 3.3 
Judas Iscariot 2 2.2 
Joseph 2 2.2 
Luke 2 2.2 
Peter 2 2.2 
Pontius Pilate 2 2.2 
Veronica 2 2.2 
Gamaliel 1 1.1 
James 1 1.1 
John 1 1.1 
Nathanael 1 1.1 
Prodigal Son 1 1.1 
Salome 1 1.1 
Thomas 1 1.1 
No Specific Character 30 33.3 
Tbtal 90 100.0 
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TABLE 5 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF TYPES OF FICTITIOUS 
CHARACTERS APPEARING IN BIBLICAL FICTION 
Tÿpe of Character Percentage 
Soldiers  ......... 30 
Fallen Women ......   . . 15 
Slaves   Vy 
Relatives of Biblical Characters .... 10 
Noblemen   5 
All Other Types   15 
on the Bible mas treated this Day. The method of treatment Das 
determined by first reading the revieDs and then deciding Dhat 
methods Dere used in the production of fictionalized accounts of 
Biblical events. 
The biographical study.—The characters are most important 
in this method of treating the Bible in fiction. All of the titles 
that told the life story of a Biblical personage fairly authenti¬ 
cally Dere classed as biographical studies although some fictional 
characters and materials Dere used. 
The Biblical romance.—Those book3 that, according to the 
revises, had a Biblical incident as only a small part of the book 
Dith a series of fictitious incidents and characters Doven around it^ 
Dere classed as Biblical romances. There Dere many books of this 
type as is shoen by Table 6. 
■^Asheim, op. cit., p. 26, 
TABLE 6 
TYPES OF BIBLICAL FICTION 
Method of 
Treatment 
Old Testament Apocrypha New Testament Total 
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
Biblical Romance 33 US.8 • • • • • • U6 51.1 79 U8.2 
Biographical Study 31 U3.1 1 So 26 28.9 58 35.U 
Historical Study 8 11.1 1 So 18 20.0 27 16.U 
Total 72 100.0 2 100 90 100.0 16U 100.0 
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It was also interesting to note what general methods were 
used for transferring each of the three sections of the Bible into 
fiction. This was done by making a check sheet for each of the 
sections of the Bible and as the reviews were read, the methods used 
were checked on this sheet and the results tabulated. Table 6 shows 
the number and percentage of times that the three sections of the 




The analysis of the bibliography brought to light certain 
facts about fiction based on the Bible that may be pertinent to the 
librarian who has the duty of selecting materials for the library. 
These facts should provide help to the librarian in making her 
selection from among the many books that are published in this 
area. 
It became clear during the analyzing process that there are 
definite trends in the publication of fiction based on the Bible. 
When religious beliefs are seriously challenged by some other field 
of knowledge that attempts to explain logically the same phenomena 
that had only been explained by religion, a period of stress and 
trial for religious beliefs occurs. Science has been a serious 
threat to religion in the past few decades. Maqy people feel that 
in order to accept the explanation of the universe that science 
offers they must deny the explanation that is offered by religion. 
In the early part of the twentieth century science posed a serious 
threat to religious beliefs and as a result there was a loss of 
interest in reading about religion. This brought about a decrease 
in the publication of religious literature. This applied not only 
to fiction based on the Bible but to all other forms of religious 
writings.^- During periods of social upheaval and unrest, or periods 
■^Hart, op. cit. 
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of great catastrophe man returns to the comfort that only religion 
can offer. As a result, the publication of religious literature, 
including Biblical fiction, tends to increase.^ 
When the bibliography was analyzed by date of publication this 
trend clearly shotted. The period from 1912 to 1921 was low in the 
publication of Biblical fiction although there was a major war during 
that time. It was this period that saw the first real challenge of 
religious beliefs by science.^ A gradual rise in the publication of 
fiction based on the Bible was noted beginning in the thirties and 
reaching a peak in the fifties. 
Another fact became apparent during the analysis of the 
bibliography. The analysis showed that while there were mare books 
published that were based on material taken from the New Testament 
there was not too wide a gap between the number of books published 
dealing with the Old Testament, and those dealing with the New 
Testament. The section of the Bible called the Apocrypha furnished 
material for only two of the 16U books. This section of the Bible, 
however, is omitted from many editions of the Bible. 
The analysis of the bibliography also showed that there are 
a number of Biblical characters that provide interesting material for 
fictionalization. Ihese characters tend to appear over and over again 
in fiction. Although there was no data gathered about those Biblical 
characters that did not appear in any of the fiction included in the 
-'-Haines, op.cit., p. 390. 
cHart, op.cit. 
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bibliography, it is fairly safe to say that these characters are ones 
who led the most interesting lives and therefore much attention is 
devoted to them in the Bible. Of all the characters from the Old 
Testament, Moses seems to be the most popular for treatment in 
fiction* There were more novels written about him than about any 
other character from the Old Testament* Joseph and David were the 
next most popular characters. To those familiar with the Bible, it 
will immediately be recognized that the above named characters have 
roles of major importance in the Old Testament. 
Naturally, Jesus dominates the New Testament fiction and 
appears in all of the fiction based on that section of the Bible. 
He emerges as a central figure in a great deal of it. Paul, with 
his great influence on the spread of the Christian religion, and 
Mazy, the Mother of Jesus, are popular characters from the New 
Testament and it is easy to understand why* On the other hand, 
Mary Magdalene seemed to be extremely popular with novelists because 
of the romantic possibilities of her stoiy. A great mapy of the titles 
based on the New Testament do not deal>with a specific character. 
These books are concerned with the period itself and while Biblical 
personages appear they serve only to fhrnish background far the 
story or to give some semblance of authenticity to the story. 
Most important for the librarian is the method by which 
the material was transferred from the Bible to fiction. If the 
librarian is aware of these methods she can determine whether a 
Biblical novel is important for reference purposes in so far as it 
2h 
gives an interesting, authentic picture of biblical times and 
persons, or whether the book is just a lively narrative set in 
the biblical period. If she understands the types of fiction based 
on the Bible, she can know what books to add to the library, or 
which ones she may recommend to her patrons as supplements to the 
stutfy of the Bible. 
The analysis of the bibliography showed that the method 
used most often to produce a fictionalized account of the Bible was 
the Biblical romance. Nearly half of the titles were treated in 
this way. The biographical study was second to the Biblical ro¬ 
mance in popularity. There were fewer books written from the his¬ 
torical standpoint. Of course, this is the most difficult method 
to use in the writing of fiction. 
It was interesting to discover what methods were used to 
treat each of the three sections of the Bible. In fiction based 
on both the Old and New Testaments the Biblical romance was the 
method used most often. However, in fiction based on the Old 
Testament, the biographical study method was used almost as often 
as the Biblical romance method, and a very small percent was treated 
by the historical stucty method. On the other hand, the New Testament 
fiction fell into a different pattern: the Biblical romance method 
was used almost twice as often as the biographical stud|y method and 
the historical stutjy method was used almost as often as the bio¬ 
graphical study. 
Finally, the analysis of the bibliography led to some generali¬ 
zations that may be applied to fiction based on the Bible. They are 
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as follows: 
1* Most of the fiction based on the Bible was published 
during the last twenty years» 
2» The New Testament is more popular than the Old Testament 
as a source of material for fiction based on the Bible» 
3» The Apocrypha is rarely used as a source of material for 
fiction based on the Bible. 
U. Fiction based on the Bible is generally centered around 
some character whose life presents great dramatic possibilities» 
5. Fiction based on the Bible tends to elaborate quite a bit 
on the lives of the characters and events of the Bible. This appears 
necessary, since few details are given in the Bible. 
6. Fiction based on the Bible tends to lean heavily toward 
the romantic. 
7» Fiction based on the Bible that has been treated in a 
biographical or historical manner may be used to supplement the 
study of the Bible» 
APPENDIX 
AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF FICTION BASED ON THE 
BIBLE PUBLISHED 1899-1959 
The bibliography has been arranged in the following manner. 
First it has been divided into three major sections: the Old 
Testament, the Apocrypha, and the New Testament, Under each major 
heading is listed the names of the characters from that particular 
section of the Bible with which the books in the bibliography 
deal. These characters' names serve as subject headings and were 
taken from the sources from which the bibliography was gathered. 
Under the appropriate subject heading, each book is listed alpha¬ 
betically by the last name of the author. 
The following information is given for each title, arranged 
in this order: author's name, title of book, place of publication, 
publisher, date of publication, number of pages, price at time of 
publication, source or sources where title was found, and brief 
annotation. 
Those books that do not deal with any particular character 
are arranged under the subject heading History of Biblical Events. 
This heading appears first under each of the major divisions. 
The following symbols are used to indicate the sources from 
which the titles were taken; 
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SYMBOLS FOR BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SOURCES 
Name of Source Symbol 
Baker, Ernest, Guide to Historical Fiction BG 
Book Review Digest BRD 
Booklist EL 
Fiction Catalog FC 
Logasa, Hannah, Historical Fiction LH 
Nield, Jonathan, Guide to the Best Historical ... NG 
Subject Guide to Books in Print SG 
FI CHON BASED ON THE BIBLE PUBLISHED 1899-1959 
OLD TESTAMENT 
Histoiy of Biblical Events 
Bradford, Roark, 011 King David An1 His PhiHstine Boys. New York: 
Harper & Bros,, 1930, 227p, $2,50, EL, BRD. 
An amusing and entertaining book of stories dealing with the 
kings, prophets, and heroes of the Old Testament told in Negro 
dialect. This is very good Biblical romance. 
Bradford, Roark. 01' Man Adam An1 His Chillun. New York: Harper 
& Bros., 1928. 26Up. &2.50. FC, BRD. 
A delightful book of stories taken from the Old Testament. 
The stories are told in Negro dialect by a Negro preacher 
and the characters take on Negro characteristics. The result 
is an amusing book that does not lose the point of the Bible 
stories. 
Haggard, Sir Henry Rider. Moon of Israel. New York: Longman's 
Green, Inc., 1918. 302p. HL, BRD. 
A good fictional account of the Hebrews' sojourn in the 
land of Goshen. An interesting love story develops around 
this theme. 
Ingram, Tolbert. Maid of Israel. Nashville, Tenn.: The Broadman 
Press, 1955. 270p. $3.00. BRD, SG. 
The main character in this Biblical romance is a young slave 
girl and the Biblical events are woven around her and her 
transportation ffom one place to another. Elisha, the prophet, 
appears here and performs miracles but the book does not have 
too much to say for the serious student of the Bible. 
Paul, Louis. Dara, the Cypriot. New York? Simon & Schuster, 1959. 
itfUp. $U95. BL. 
Many Old Testament characters appear here. Elisha, Jezebel, 
and Naboth put in an appearance but they are subordinate to 




Pitzer, Robert G. Daughter of Jerusalem. New York: Liveright 
Publishing Corporation, 1956* J67p. $3.95. SG. 
A vivid Biblical romance set in the days of Jeremiah. 
The Bible setting is only for atmosphere. It makes no 
real contribution to literature based on the Bible. 
Weinreb, Nathaniel Norsen. The Babylonians. New York: Doubleday, 
1953. 38lp. $3.95. FC, ERD. 
A good re-creation of Biblical Babylonia during the reign 
of Nebuchadnezzar. All of the characters are fictional 
except a few real Biblical characters that are interwoven 
to give a touch of authenticity to the story. 
Zehnpfennig, Gladys. Search for Eden. Chicago: T. S. Denison & Co., 
1955. 282p. $375o7 SG. 
An attempt to picture the life of the people at the time 
of the great Deluge. Characters include Noah and his family, 
and the plot is concerned with their struggle for survival 
during this period. 
Abraham, The Patriarch 
Bauer, Florence Arne (Marvyne). Abram, Son of Terah. New York: 
Bobbs-Merrill Co., 191:8. U06p. $37<5o._ FC, BRD. 
A lively picture of life in the city of Dr during the time 
of Abraham. Some fiction is introduced but the facts neatly 
tie in with it. This is a biographical study of Abraham. 
Hardy, William George. Abraham, Prince of Ur. New York: Dodd, 
Mead & Co., 1935. 376p. $3.50. ERD. 
This study puts flesh and blood on the character of Abraham. 
It is based partly on Biblical accounts and partly on facts 
brought to light by modern archaeology. 
Kellner, Esther. The Promise. Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 
1956. 236p. $3.50. SG. 
A beautifhl story of Abraham and Sarah. It faithfully 
follows the Bible story through their years of travel to the 
promised land. 
Kossack-Szczucka, Zofia. The Covenant. Translated by H. C. Stevens. 
New York: Roy Publishing Co., 1951. 375p. $3.50. BRD. 
Much scholarship and care went into this re-writing of the 
story of Abraham that is found in Genesis. The author has 
re-created the backgrounds splendidly and authentically. 
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Penfield, Wilder. No Other Gods. Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 195U. 
3U0p. $3.50. SG,BRD. 
A very unconvincing Biblical romance about Abraham. Neither 
the backgrounds nor the characters seem alive. It is completely 
fictional. 
Adam and Eve 
Erskine, John. Adam and Eve. Indianapolis, Ind.: Bobbs-Merrill 
Co., 1927. 33bp. $2.50. HID. 
This story is only vaguely based on the Bible story. The 
author uses the story as a background for his wit and for 
his philosophy about modern man. 
Sheehan, Murray. Eden. New York: E. P. Dutton Co., 1928. 30i*p. 
$2.00 BED. 
This is a fictional explanation of the Garden of Eden 
story. It is told with simplicity, and although the theme 
is difficult, the author handles it satisfactorily. It will 
make good reading for one who likes to speculate as to what 
might have happened to Adam, Eve, Cain, and Abel. 
Amos (Prophet) 
Wilson, Dorothy Clarke. The Herdsman. Philadelphia: Westminster 
Press, 191:6. 373p7 TTjSÜI'^C, HRD. 
Since very little is known of Amos' life, it is only 
natural that any stud(y of his life would be mostly fiction. 
This study, however, takes the few facts about Amos' life 
and adds some fictional details to round out the character 
and manages to become a fine historical stuty. This is true 
mainly because the author has used a great deal of historical 
research to make the period come to life. 
David, King of Israel 
Blaker, Richard. Ihou Art the Man. New York: McBride Publishing 
Co., 1937. 380p. $2.SO. BRD. 
Lightly set in the time of Samuel, Saul, and David, this 
novel tells a story of the times but although it follewàthe 
Bible narrative it is not the story of David that is found 
in the Bible. It is strictly Biblical romance. 
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Chinn, Laurene Chambers. The Unannointed. New Yorks Crown Publishing 
Co., 1959. 376p. $3.95. BRD. 
The story is told through the eyes of a lifelong fictional 
friend of David's. He is a main character and the events 
of David's life are told through his reaction to them. The 
daily life of the Jewish tribes is handled nicely. 
Davis, Elmer. Giant Killer. New Yorks John Day, 1928. 373p. 
$2.50. HL, BED. 
An extremely plausible satire on the story of King David 
that attempts to tear down the legend that is found in the 
Bible. It makes a slight attempt to follow the outline of 
the Bible plot. 
Ibn-Sahav, Ari. David and Bathsheba. Translated by I. M. Lask. 
New Yorks ~ Crown Publishing Co., 1952. 375p. $3.50. HID. 
An imaginative and interesting tale of David's life as he 
recounts it on his deathbed. The plot is not true to the 
Biblical narrative and the historical facts are not accurate 
but the book is a good readable one. 
Parker, Sir Gilbert. Promised Land. New Yorks Frederick A. Stokes 
Co., 1929. 33$pl $2.50. BRD. 
The author closely follows the Bible text and handles this 
biography of David with reverence and care. Nothing has been 
added to the original story. 
Schmitt, Gladys. David, the King. New Yorks Dial Press, I9I46. 631p. 
$3.00. FC, BRD. 
An excellent portrayal of David and his life. The author 
faithfully re-tells the story of the Israelite king. It is 
a serious work written with much of the same majesty and poetry 
that is found in the Bible. 
Deborah, Judge of Israel 
Weinreb, Nathaniel Norsen. The Sorceress. New Yorks Doubleday & 
Co., 1951s. 3i2p. BL, SID. 
A romantic tale built upon the slight reference to Deborah 
in the Bible. Much action, glamour, and excitement may be 
found here, but while the Old Testament background is richly re¬ 
created the plot is not very convincing. 
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Esther, Queen of Persia 
Frischauer, Paul. So Great a Queen. New York: Charles Scribner 
& Sons, 19^1 35èp. $3.ÔÔ. BRD. 
The author of this work makes it a point to avoid the 
Bible narrative whenever possible. The characters are not 
very well created only Esther rises above the material and 
seems real. This is the type of Biblical romance that seems 
written especially for the movies. 
Kingsley, Florence Morse. Star of Love. New York: Appleton- 
Century-Crofts, 190^1 $2.00. BL. 
An absorbing biography of Esther and her life at the 
corrupt court of Xerxes. This makes a very good supplement 
for the Bible story. 
Lofts, Norah (Robinsoni Esther. New York: Macmillan Co., 1950. 
163p. $2.50. FC7 SRD. 
Here is a biography of Esther that has been interpreted for 
modern day readers. It changes the idea of her that is 
presented in the Bible. As a result, Esther loses some of 
the basic dignity that she possesses in the Bible narrative. 
Weinreb, Nathaniel Norsen. Esther. New York: Doubleday & Co., 1956. 
3l6p. $3.95. BL, HID. 
The Biblical story of Esther is followed closely and set 
in a background that is authentically Biblical. Esther and 
the other characters are depicted as real persons. Esther's 
life is re-created in a manner that is true to the Bible 
narrative. Costumes, customs and speech of ancient Persia 
are elaborated in detail without detracting from the Bible 
story. 
Hagar (Biblical Character) 
O'Neal, Cathburn. Hagar. New York: Crown Publishing Co., 1958. 
2i*5p. $3.557HL. 
. A romantic tale based on the life of Hagar and her relation¬ 
ships with Ishmael, Sarai, and Abraham. The story is plausible 
but much of it is the author's imagination. 
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Hosea, The Prophet 
Patai, Irene Steinman. The Valiev of God. New York: Random House, 
1956. 35lp. $3.95. ERD. 
Although the author Is supposedly writing about the life 
of Hosea, he has actually written an account of the prophet's 
sensual wife, Gomer. Hosea is of secondary Importance to her 
amorous adventures. Ihis will contribute nothing to the 
reader who is interested in the life of Hosea or the period. 
Isaiah, The Prophet 
Asch, Shalom. The Prophet. Translated by Arthur Saul Super. New 
York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1955. 3U3p. $1*.00. FC, BRD. 
Much of the author's imagination comes into play here but 
this is necessary because little is known of the life of 
the second Isaiah. However, the story may not be exactly 
real but Isaiah is developed as a real person and an 
attempt is made to understand his character. This attempt 
puts the book in the biography class. 
Meissinger, Karl August. Divine Adventurer. Translated by Eden 
and Cedar Paul. New Torks Viking Press, 1935. 385p. $2.50. 
BRD. 
An exciting and enthralling story that is deep and profound 
as well. A masterly job of re-creating the world of the 
period. An excellent historical novel that covers all phases 
of life and thought of the Sixth Century B. C. 
Jacob, the Patriarch 
Cabries, Jean. Jacob. Translated by Girard Hopkins. New York: 
E. P. Dutton, 1958. 5l0p. $U.95. FC, BRD. 
This biography faithfully follows the Bible story but the 
characters seem a little too mundane for the elevated roles 
they are destined to play. 
Fineman, Irving. Jacob. New York: Random House, 191*1. 295p. $2.50. 
FC- BRD. 
A beautifully written story of Jacob and the people around 
him. It closely adheres to the Biblical narrative. It 
delves into the significance of the life of Jacob. 
Jephthah, Judge of Israel 
Feuchtwanger, Lion* Jephta and His Daughter* Translated by Eithne 
Wilkins and Ernst Kaiser* New York: G. P* Putnam's Sons, 
1958. 255P. $5*95. FC. 
The characters and events are not pictured as fully as 
possible, but from a historical standpoint the author does 
a good job of developing a theme around the evolution of 
monotheism. 
Jeremiah, The Prophet 
Werfel, Franz V. Hearken Unto the Voice. Translated by Moray Firth* 
New York: Viking Press, 1938. 780p. $3.00* 3RD, 
One of the best books on the subject. An absorbing 
biography that takes the facts presented in the Bible and 
builds up an emotion packed story around them. 
Jezebel, Wife of Ahab, King of Israel 
Ashton, Mark. Jezebel's Husband. Boston: L. C. Page & Co., 190U. 
$1.50. BG. 
A Biblical romance that is set in the days of the prophet, 
Elijah. Jezebel and her husband, Ahab play roles in this 
story. 
McLaws, Emily LaFayette. Jezebel. Boston: Lothrop, Lee & Shepard, 
1902. $1.50. BG. 
A romance of the days when Ahab was king of Israel. Not 
much good as a Biblical stucjy. 
Wilson, Dorothy Clarke* Jezebel. New York: McGrafi-Hill, 1956, 
37 7p. $3.95. mK 
A story much embellished with the author's attempt to place 
contemporary psychological and emotional patterns upon the 
days of Jezebel and Ahab* 
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Jonah, The Prophet 
Nathan, Robert. Jonah. Nee York* Alfred A. Knopf, 1925. 212p. 
$2.00. FC, BL, BRD. 
A fantasy created on the legendary figure of Jonah. This 
Biblical romance makes him into a very human figure. The 
book is very amusing and nitty. 
Tandrup, Harold. Reluctant Prophet. Translated by A. G. Chater. Nee 
York: AlfrêOÏ Knopf, 1939. 311p. $2.50. ERD. 
A humorous tale of Jonah based lightly on the Bible. It 
is an extremely adventurous and entertaining story. The 
historical facts are not accurate. 
Joseph, The Patriarch 
Eberle, Gertrude. Charioteer. Grand Rapids, Mich.: Wm. B. Eerdmgns, 
19U6. 295p. $>2.50. HID. 
A pleasantly entertaining novel about a fictional friend 
of Joseph's eho eas a bondslave but eho eanted to be a charioteer. 
Complete romance. 
Mann, Thomas. Joseph And His Brothers. Translated by H. T. Lone- 
Porter. toen York: Alfred À. Knopf, 193U. U28p. $2.75. 
FC, BRD. 
In this, the first volume of a trilogy, Mann begins his 
biography of Joseph. Historical research makes the book live 
and brings every detail of the life and characters alive. A 
fine book that deals mainly nith Jacob and the birth of Joseph 
and his brothers. 
Mann, Thomas. Joseph in Egypt. Translated by H. T. Lone-Porter. 
2 vols. Nen fork: Alfred A. Knopf, 1938. $5.00. FC, ERD. 
Mann continues his biography of Joseph. This one is con¬ 
cerned nith Joseph's sojourn in Egypt. The author builds a 
magnificent story rich in detail that is easily the best 
fictional nork about this period of Joseph's life. 
Mann, Thomas. Joseph the Provider. Translated by H. T. Lone-Porter. 
Nen Yorici Alfred A. Knopf, 19UU. 6o8p. $3.00. FC, BRD. 
This is the final volume in the life of Joseph as nritten 
by Thomas Mann. The author does an excellent job of com¬ 
bining the spiritual nith the real. It follows very closely 
the account given in the Bible of the last years of Joseph's 
life. Much of the author's philosophy is set forth in this 
volume. 
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Mann, Thomas. Young Joseph. Translated by H. T. Lcwe-Porter. 
New York» Alfred A. Knopf, 1935. 311p. $2.50. FC, BL, BRD. 
This is the second volume of Mann's life of Joseph and 
treats of Joseph from his seventeenth year to the time when 
he was sold into slavery. Mann has written an excellent 
story from the bare facts presented in the Bible* 
Parker, Norton S. Table in the Wilderness. New Yorks Ziff-Davis, 
19U7. U25p. $3.00* ERD. 
This biography follows very closely the narrative set 
forth in the Bible. 
Roberts, Carl Eric Bechhofer. Corn in Egypt. Indianapolis, Ind.: 
Bobbs-Merrill, 1930. 31 tip. #2.50. ERD. 
There is some imagination here but the narrative closely 
adheres to the Biblical story. The author makes his charac¬ 
ters all too human thus taking away much of the dignity with 
which they are endowed in the Bible. 
Joshua, Son of Nun 
Slaughter, Frank Gill* The Scarlet Cord. New Yorks Doubleday, 
1956. 352p. $3.95. SG, BRD. 
Careful historical research makes this a good book to read 
for authentic details about all phases of life in the twelfth 
century B. C. 
Lot (Biblical Character) 
Ley-Piscator, Marie (Von Czada). Lot's Wife. New Yorks Bobbs- 
Merrill, 195U. 506p. $3.95. ERD. 
An interesting Biblical romance that presents a picture of 
a marriage relationship in Biblical times. 
Moses 
Asch, Shalom. Moses. Translated by Samuel Maurice. New York: G. P. 
Putnam's Sons, 1951. 505p* $3.75. FC, BRD. 
A good biography but one that takes away much of the 
spiritual quality and the greatness of Moses. 
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Bercovici, Eanrad. The Exodus. New Yark: Beechhurst Press, 19U7• 
319p. $3.00. PC, M>. 
An extremely interesting biography of Moses in which he is 
given the attributes of a dynamic and forceful leader. The 
author invents some of the private life of Moses. 
Eyles, Margaret Leonora. Shepherd of Israel. New York: Harcourt, 
Brace & Co., 1929. 307p. $2.50. Sfr). 
An imaginary tale about Moses, his wife, and son. 
Fast, Howard Melvin. Moses, Prince of Egypt. New York: Crown Pub¬ 
lishing Co., 195 H. 303p. $3.957 t'C. 
Although Moses is the main character he does not live nor 
do any of the other characters. The value of this book lies 
in its historical accuracy and its richly detailed backgrounds. 
Hardy, William George. All The Trumpets Sounded. New York: Coward 
McCann, 19U2. fôîpl $2.75. FC, B&D. 
An exciting biography of Moses. Very good with life-sized 
portraits of Moses and other Biblical characters. 
Hurston, Zora Neale. Moses, Man of the Mountain. Philadelphia: 
J. 3. Lippincott, 1939. 35ïpû $3.00.FC, 3RD. 
A novel written about the life of Moses that pictures him 
the way that a simple Negro mind would. Rill of religious 
fervor, this book emphasizes the magical aspects of Moses* 
career. 
Mann, Thomas. Tables of the Law. Translated by H. T. Lowe-Porter. 
New York: Alfred- A. Knopf, 19U5. 63p. $3.00. SG, BRD. 
A novelette that adds nothing to the Moses legend. It is 
a biography that deals with his early life up to the time he 
presented the Ten Commandments to the children of Israel. 
Miller, Elizabeth Jane. Yoke. Indianapolis, Ind.: Bobbs-Merrill, 
190U. 6l6p. $1.00. FC. 
Although this book was based on scriptural research and 
the work of authoritative Egyptologists, the story is a 
romance dealing with Moses and the bondage of the children 
of Israel. 
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Southon, Arthur Eustace* On Eagle's Wings. New York* McGraw-Hill, 
195U. 296p. $3.50. BL, ÉRD. 
A convincing biography of Moses told in a highly dramatic 
manner* 
Untermeyer, Louis. Moses. New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1928. 390p. 
$2.50. ERD, FC. 
A biography of Moses told with vigor and purpose. Moses 
is pictured as a man with conflicting desires and one who 
rises above the earthly temptations. Vividly told. 
Wilson, Dorothy Clarke. Prince of Egypt. Philadelphia: Westminster 
Press, 19Ü9. U23p^ $3.5o. FC, ERD. 
Much research went into this fast moving story that con¬ 
centrates on the years that Moses spent growing up as the son 
of Pharoah's daughter in the magnificent court of Egypt. 
Nehemiah 
Siviter, Anna (Pierpont). Within the Palace Gates. Boston: W. A. 
Wilde, 1932. 308p. $2.00. BRD. 
A carefully detailed book in which the characters never 
really come to life. It is important for its historical 
accuracy. 
Ruth (Biblical Character) 
Fineman, Irving. Ruth. New York: Harper & Bros., 19^9. 277p. 
$3.00. FC, BRD. 
The author makes frequent use of the Bible text to build 
up a good biographical novel about Ruth. 
Kern, Louisa. Wife of Mahlon. New York: Pageant Press. 195U. 
$2.00. ~SGl 
A sensitive biography of Ruth. It is very touching. 
Murphy, Edward. Song of the Cave. Milwaukee, Wis.: Bruce Publishing 
Co., 1950. 2ll4p. $2.50. SG, BL, 3RD. 
The original beauty of the story Ruth is retained in this 
biographical study of the heroine. 
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Slaughter, Frank Gill, Song of Ruth. New York: Doubleday, 195U. 
317p. $3.75. FC, BRD. 
A very adventurous story with much blood-curdling action 
built around the slim Biblical narrative of Ruth, 
Samson, Judge of Israel 
Salten, Felix, Samson and Delilah, Translated by Whittaker Chambers* 
New York! Simon & Schuster, 1939. 192p. $2.50. BRD. 
This Biblical romance makes no improvement on the Bible 
narrative. In fact, it actually detracts from it. The 
characters are unbelievable. 
Washburn, Robert Collyer. Samson. New York: J. H, Sears & Co., 
1928. 310p. $2.50T'”BRD. 
This novel does not follow the Bible pattern closely 
enough to be called a biography of Samson. The author 
concentrates on evoking laughter from the readers thus 
losing the point of the Bible story. 
Samuel (Biblical Character) 
Watkins, Shirley. The Prophet and the King. New York: Doubleday, 
1956. 382p7 " "f5.957 "5G;-J3nr;  
A study of the complex relationship between Samuel, the 
prophet, and Saul, King of Israel. 
Solomon, King of Israel 
Erskine, John. Solomon, My Son. Indianapolis, Ind.: Bobbs- 
Merrill,”1935. 3<3ïp. ' $2.50. BL, BRD. 
This is supposedly a biography of Solomon but the author 
merely uses the Biblical setting to display his wit and 
create laughter. This is handled with a very light touch. 
Fisher, Vardis. Valley of Vision. New York: Abelard-Schuman, LTD., 
1951. U25p. $'3'.50. "STD. 
An authentic and realistic biography of Solomon that begins 
with his assumption of the throne of Israel. 
UO 
Ormonde, Czenzi. Solomon and the Queen of Sheba, Translated by- 
Grace Fricîû New York: Farrar, Strauss, & Cudahy, Inc., 
195U. 102p. $3.95. SG, BL, BRD. 
A philosophical discussion of the belief in one God over 
beliefs in many Gods of magic and superstition. Much 
sociological fact is presented here. A good historical 
study. 
Wheeler, Post. Golden Legend of Ethiopia. New York: Appleton- 
Century-Crofts, Inc., 1936. Tülïp. $2.00. FC, BRD. 
A beautiful re-telling of the legend of the romance of 
Solomon and the Queen of Sheba. The book is written in a 
style that has a unique poetic quality. 
THE APOCRYPHA 
Judas Maccabeus 
Fast, Howard. My Glorious Brothers. Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 
19U8. 280p. "&2;75. FC, BRD. 
An absorbing chronicle of the efforts of the Maccabean 
brothers to free Israel from the domination of Syria and 
Greece. This is an excellent historical study of this 
period of Israel's history. 
Susanna (Biblical Character) 
Goris, Johannes Albertus. Book of Joachim of Babylon. Translated by 
Fernand Remer and Anne Cliff. New ïork: Farrar, Strauss 
and Cudahy, Inc., 1952. 122p. $2.00, BRD. 
The husband of Susanna tells the story of Susanna's life 
from his viewpoint. This book proves to be a very interesting 
biography and throws new light on the episode of Susanna and 
the Elders and its effect on the young woman. 
hi 
NES.’/ TESTAMENT 
History of Biblical Events 
Bachelier, Irving Addison. Dawn. New York: Macmillan, 1927. 
337p. $2.50. BHD.  
A warm and engrossing story of the world into which 
Christ was born. The story is centered around the fallen 
women to whom Christ gave forgiveness. 
Bauer, Florence Arne (Marvyne). Behold Tour King. New York: 
Bobbs, Merrill, 19U5. WJBp.”$2:7V. "i^, BRD. 
Through the eyes of a fictional character the last years 
of Jesus’ life are chronicled. The author's careful research 
places this in the must read category for those who are 
interested in the period from a historical standpoint. 
Bell, Sallie Lee. Until the Day Break. Grand Rapids, Michigan: 
Zondervans Publishing Bouse, 1950. 2liiip. $2.50. BRD. 
This novel won the International Christian Fiction Contest 
for 1950. The characters were mainly fictitious but in¬ 
cluded some real ones such as John, the Baptist. The book, 
however, contributes very little to the field of Biblical 
fiction. 
Blythe, Legette. The Crown Tree. Richmond, Virginia: Presbyterian 
Committee of Publication, 1957. 329p. $3.50. BL, BRD. 
This is the story of Longinus, the centurion, who became 
a Christian after the crucifixion of Jesus. It was his 
spear that pierced Christ's side. 
Brod, Max. The Master. Translated by Heinz Norden. New York: 
Philosophical Library, 1951. U26p. SU.75. BRD. 
A life of Christ that develops through the eyes of a young 
Greek poet who is the main character. In this Biblical 
romance there is also a young girl character who is supposed 
to be a relative of Jesus. 
Cate, Margaret Randolph. Without a Sword. Nashville, Tennessee: 
Broadman, 1955. $2.25. 5Œ” 
This is the story of a humble shepherd who was one of those 
present at the time of the birth of Jesus. From that moment, 
he dedicated his life to Christ and the life of Jesus is seen 
from his perspective. 
U2 
Costain, ïhomas. The Silver Chalice, New York: Doubleday, 1952. 
533P. $3.S5rTc, HRD.  
This book with its combination of real and fictional 
characters is centered around the attempt to make a silver 
chalice for the cup from which Christ drank at the Last 
Supper. Although this is almost entirely a product of the 
author’s imagination, it is a very interesting book. 




A picture of life as it might have been lived during the 
time of Tiberius. This one centersc around Longinus, his 
spear, and his subsequent conversion to Christianity. 
Douglas, Lloyd Cassel. The Robe. New York: Houghton, Mifflin, 19U2. 
695p. $3.00. FÏÏ7 "BRUT- 
This has been one of the most popular books in the area of 
fiction based on the Bible. It deals with the effects of 
Christ's robe on the life of a young Roman soldier. 
Duns comb, Charles. The Bond and the Free. New York: Houghton, 
Mifflin, 1955." 'T76'P7 'T5.TC ‘'VC, BRD. 
A novel of good taste and deep restraint written in the 
form of letters. A young Roman woman writes to her friends 
about the last years of Jesus' life and the growth of the 
early Christian church. 
Fox, Paul Hervey. Daughter of Jairus. Boston: Little, Brown, and 
Company, 19557 2l3p. $27757 FC, BRD. 
This is a romance woven around the life of the little girl 
who was brought back to life by Jesus. 
Goldthorpe, John. The Same Scourge. New York: G. P. Putnam's 
Sons, 1956. 3TTp7 157751 sfô, BRD. 
This book is much more imagination than history. It is 
also hampered by poor writing, according to the critics. 
The life and mainly the death of Jesus is viewed through 
the eyes of Roman soldiers. 
Gordon, Charles William. (Ralph Connor, Pseud.) Friendly Four. 
New York: Doubleday, Doran, and Company, 1927. 275p. $1.75. 
BRD. 
A group of short stories built around certain characters 
in the Bible who at some time during -the life of Jesus had 
some contact with Him which had much effect on the life of 
each. 
U3 
Hobbs, Roe Raymond. The Court of Pilate. New York: R. F. Fenno 
and Company, 1906. $1.50. BG. 
A good picture of the times. It pictures the relationship 
between the Romans and the Jews during Pilate’s day. The 
characters are completely fictional. 
Holmes, John Haynes. The Second Christinas. New York: Macmillan, 
19U3. 65p. $17257 BRD. 
A warmly human book made up of three stories each involving 
one of the persons who in some way participated in the birth 
of Jesus. 
Ingles, James Wesley. Woman of Samaria. New York: Longman's 
Green, 19U9. 26lp. $2.75>. BRD. 
The story of the woman Christ met at the well. This story 
is told with good taste and restraint although it deals with 
a delicate subject, the marriage of the woman to five husbands 
and her extra romance with another lover. 
Kepler, James H. Jordan Beachhead. New York, Exposition Press, 1956. 
2oi+p. $3.w7~scr: 
A Biblical romance endeavoring to tell the stories of the 
fishermen who followed Jesus and their families. 
Loewenstein, Hubertus, Prinz Zu. Lance of Longinus. New York: 
Macmillan, 19u6. I66p. $2.00. FC, BRD. 
A fictionalized version of the crucifixion in which Longinus, 
the centurion whose spear pierced Jesus' side attempts to 
save the life of Christ. 
Lovelace, Delos Wheeler. Journey to Bethlehem. New York: Thomas 
Crowell, 1955. 2l5p.T3.'00. 
This stimulating book is important for its interesting and 
vivid descriptions of the countryside over which Mary and 
Joseph passed on their way to Bethlehem where Jesus was born. 
Newcomb, Robert I. Janissa. Merrimac, Mass.: Destiny Publishers, 19h3. 
358p. $3.00. SÛ." 
A story of people who lived in Egypt and Palestine and the 
events that took place just after the beginning of the Christian 
era. 
hh 
Oxenham, John (William Arthur Dunkerly). Splendour of the Dawn. 
New York: Longmans, Green, 1930. 232p. $2.00. BEET” 
Although this is a fictionalized version of the Bible story 
of Christ and most of the characters are fictional, this book 
follows very closely the events that take place in the Bible 
and can almost be read as a substitute for the account found 
in the Bible. 
Perkins, Jacob Randolph. Antioch Actress. New York: Bobbs, Merrill, 
19146. 279P. $2.75'.' "HUE: 
This book serves no purpose for Biblical scholars. The plot 
is centered around the attempt of conspirators to use an 
actress to discredit the early Christians and their leaders. 
Perkins, Jacob Randolph. The Emperor's Physician. Indianapolis, 
Ind.: Bobbs, Merrill, l9UU. 2h5p. $2.00. BRD. 
Another story of the life of Jesus, this time told through 
the eyes of a physician. Although the main characters are 
fictional this novel leans heavily toward the historical. 
There is an accurate portrayal of the life of the times. 
Jesus’ portrayal lacks life and the author gives him no 
spiritual qualities whatsoever. 
Perri, Francesca. The Unknown Disciple. New York: Macmillan, 1950. 
$3.75. BRD“ 
The fictional characters in this novel do not blend well with 
the real-life characters. This is a complicated book of the 
days of Pontius Pilate with Jesus, Mary Magdalene, and Judas 
Iscariot as characters. 
Robey, John Brett. The Innovator. New York: Doubleday, 19U5. 292p. 
$2.75. BRD. 
The last week of Jesus' life is pictured here, but this is 
not a portrait of Jesus but a carefully researched and pre¬ 
sented study of the society of Jerusalem at the time of Christ's 
crucifixion. 
Sangster, Margaret Elizabeth. Six Women Along the Way. New York: 
Harcourt, Brace, 1932. UlOp. $1.50. BRD, 
A group of short stories about six women whose paths at some 
time crossed that of Jesus Christ. Each of these women is a 
real person in the Bible but the author has built imaginative 
stories around their brief appearance in the Bible. 
U5 
Schuyler. William. Under Pontius Pilate, New York: Funk and 
Wagnall's, 1906. &Ï357 BÔ. 
The three-year ministry of Christ among the Jews is told in 
the form of letters written by a nephew of Pontius Pilate to a 
Greek. 
Simpson, Evan John. The Darkness. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 
195U. 2U7P. TOJpr^lJ. 
An authentic sounding book about the events leading up to 
the crucifixion of Christ. It is presented in the form of 
official documents, memoranda, and secret journals and papers 
that tell the true story of why Jesus was crucified. 
Sullivan, Richard. Three Kings. New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1957. 
l80p. $3.50~ MET 
An exciting tale of the journey of the three wise men to 
reach Bethlehem to see the new-born Jesus. They encounter 
many fictional adventures, but this proves to be a most 
interesting novel. 
Wagnalls, Mabel. Immortal Sinner. New York: Funk and Wagnalls, 1933» 
I62p. $1.^(5'."" "BÏÏD.  
In a simple style, the author tries to draw a parellel 
between the lives of two persons. One is the penitent thief 
who died on the cross beside Christ and the other is a twen¬ 
tieth century thief who lives in Paris. 
BARABBAS 
Bekessey, Emery. Barabbas. Translated by Richard and Clara Winston. 
New Jersey! Prentice Hall, 19U6. 32Up. $2.75. PC, 3RD. 
The story of Barabbas, the robber, who was saved by the mob 
who wanted Jesus killed in his place. The writer has done a 
magnificent job in re-creating the crucifixion. 
Brooker, Bertram. The Robber. New York: Duell, Sloan, and Pearce, 
19U9. 307pT"'fJ.W BRD. 
A rousing portrait of Barabbas, the robber. Judas Iscariot 
is also featured here and is given a careful portrait. 
Lagerkuist, Par Fabian. Barabbas. Translated by Alan Blair. New York: 
Random House, 195TT IBCp. $3.00. FC, BRD. 
This novel about the robber who escaped death when the mob 
wanted to crucify Jesus won the Nobel prize for literature. 
It is a deeply searching historical study full of the author's 
philosophy about the spiritual nature of man. 
GAMALIEL 
Heard, Gerald. The Gospel According to Gamaliel. New York: Harper 
& Bros., 19U5. H?Up. $2.00. BRD. 
A life of Jesus supposedly told by Gamaliel who was Paul’s 
teacher. Ihe author thoroughly details the relations between 
the teachings of Jesus and the teachings of the Pharisees. 
He attempts to build a bridge between Judaism and Christianity. 
JAMES, BROTHER OF THE LORD 
Wilson, Dorothy Clarke. The Brother. Philadelphia: Westminster 
Press, 19UU. 32$p." BRD. 
A biography of the brother of Jesus put together from 
sketchy source materials. This is a sensitive portrayal and 
an excellent story of the man who both loved and hated Jesus. 
JESUS CHRIST 
Asch, Shalom. The Nazarene. Translated by Maurice Samuel. New York: 
G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1939. 698p. $2.75. FC, BRD. 
A brilliant historical study on the life of Jesus with a 
framework of modern Poland. Ihe story is told by a young 
Jew who claims to be a reincarnation of one of. the persons who 
lived in Jesus' day. From the moment he begins to tell the 
story of Jesus the book becomes a masterpiece. 
Bishop, Jim. The Day Christ Died. New York: Harper & Bros., 1957. 
336p. 15195. SG, BRD. 
A skillful reconstruction of the day Christ was crucified. 
Each chapter of the book represents one of the hours in that 
fateful day. Much research is in evidence here and the book 
follows exactly those events in the Bible. 
Blythe, Legette. Bold Galilean. Chapel Hill, North Carolina: 
University of Worth Carolina Press, 19U8. 317p. $3.50. BRD. 
Although fictional characters tell the story, this is a good 
picture of the last few years of Christ's life. In this book 
he becomes a human being. 
U7 
Borden, Mary. The King of the Jews. Boston: Little, Brown & 
Company, 1935. 306p. 52.50. FC, BRD. 
A simple biography of Jesus although the author seems to 
be confused as to who Jesus really was. 
Graves, Robert. 
U2Up. ' 
King Jesus. New York: Creative Age Press, I9I46. 
This biography of Jesus is based on a premise that is pure 
conjecture. The author builds his story around the idea that 
Jesus was the son of Mary’s first husband who was Herod’s 
son. This would make Jesus literally the heir to the throne 
and truly the king of the Jews. An open mind is required for 
reading this work. 
Hamon, Marcel. Nightfall at Noon. Translated by Samuel Putnam. 
New York! Zxff-Bavis Publishing Company, 19h9. 23lqp. 52.50. 
BRD. 
A scholarly work on the life of Jesus held together by a 
plot which is the story of a young Jew who is present at the 
time of Jesus' arrest. 
Harington, Joy. Jesus of Nazareth. New York: Doubleday, 1958. 
i92P. $3307'"Hm: 
A beautifully told story of the life of Jesus with excellent 
illustrations. 
Komroff, Marcel. In the Years of Our Lord. New York: Harper & Bros., 
19U2. 311p. 52.50. FC, BHD. 
A very convincing life of Jesus. 
Moore, George. Brook Kerith. New York: Macmillan, 1916. 391p. 
$3.00. FC: 
The characters are real but the author attempts to explain 
the actions of Jesus as those of a fanatic. He rewrites the 
Resurrection story altogether. In his version Christ was never 
crucified but was hidden away in a small community where he 
lived for many more years and finally repented of his "blasphemy.” 
Nazhivin, Ivan Fedorovich. According to Thomas. Translated by Emilie 
Burns. New York: Harper & Bros., 1951. 397p. $3.00. HID. 
This is not a good novel but it is a very plausible one as 
fair as history goes. The author attempts to rationalize the 
life of Jesus. 
U8 
Oxenham, John, Hidden Years, New York: Longman's Green, 1925. 
2l*Up. $1.75. FC, BHD. 
A purely fictional account of those years that Jesus spent 
as a child with his family as told by a boyhood friend. The 
book, however, does not lack reverence and is a fine imaginative 
account of what might have happened to the boy, Jesus. 
Oxenham, John, The Master's Golden Years, New York: Longman's 
Green, 1$32. 29Bp. $2.00. ÉL,BRD. 
A fictional account of the young life of Jesus when he was 
carrying out his ministry. The story is told by a young boc|y 
servant of Jesus. 
Wilson, Dorothy Clarke. The Gifts. New York* McGraw-Hill, 1957. 
282p. $3.95V FC, BRD. 
The boyhood of Jesus is presented in an authentic manner 
with special emphasis on the lad's twelfth birthday and the 
gifts that he had received as a new-born babe. 
Yanikian, Gourgen. Resurrected Christ. New York: Exposition Press, 
1955. Hap. $3.00. SG. 
A historical stucfy which attempts to analyze the mystery of 
the Resurrection. 
JOHN, SAINT, THE BAPTIST 
Dieterle, William. Good Tidings. New York: Farrar, Strauss, & 
Cudahy, 19507 TfÔpl $5.00. BRD. 
The author does not create real characters nor does his 
settings seem real. It is a biography of John the Baptist 
which seems to be written for the movies. 
JOSEPH, SAINT 
Graham, Hiram. Joseph, The Husband of Mary. New York* Yorktown 
Press, 1935. U2dp. &2.5o. BRD. 
A complete history of Jesus' father beginning with his 
grandfather. Joseph is seen as a wise and understanding man. 
Hart, Elizabeth. The Husband of Mary. Philadelphia: J. P. Lippincott. 
1935. i2ip~: -$ï.Oôï m. f 
The story of the romance between Joseph and Mary and the 
circumstances leading up to the birth of Jesus. Joseph is a 
strong and noble character. 
1*9 
JUDAS ISCARIOT 
Blythe, Legette. A Tear for Judas» New York: Bobbs, Merrill, 1950. 
339p. $3.00. ERD. 
A fairly well done biography in which the author tries to 
create some sympathy for Judas. 
Linklater. Eric. Judas. New York: Farrar and Rinehart, 1939. 2l*3p. 
$2.00. mK 
An attempt to explain Judas psychologically. The characters 
speak and act like contemporary men and women. 
LUKE, SAINT 
Caldwell, Taylor. Dear and Glorious Physician. New York: Doubleday, 
1959. 57UP. $'3.95. '£, ^7  
A very good biography of Luke, the physician. The author 
is familiar with the setting and re-creates it vividly. 
There is some fancy here but it is all plausible. 
Slaughter, Frank Gill. Road to Bithynia. New York: Doubleday, 1951. 
330p. $3.50. FC, BRD. 
A typical Slaughter adventure that is centered around Luke. 
MARY MAGDALENE, SAINT 
Bishop, Omen. The Dawn. New York: Exposition Press, 1951*. $U.50. 
SG. 
A fictional account of the youth of Mary and her friend 
Jesus. She does not realize that he is the Messiah until 
long after their childhood. The author combines three Biblical 
Marys into one. 
Browne, Lewis. All Things Are Possible. New York: Macmillan, 1935. 
309p. $2.00. BRD. 
Good writing almost pulls this Biblical romance out of the 
ordinary class. 
Macclure, Victor. A Certain Woman. New York: Pellegrini and 
Cudahy, 1951. 313p. $3.00. BRD. 
This seems to have been written for the movies. The charac¬ 
ters are not individuals but types. The author tries un¬ 
successfully to combine three distinct Marys into one. 
5o 
Murphy, Edward Francis. Road From Olivet. Milwaukee* Bruce Pub¬ 
lishing Co., 191*6. *2.^0. BRD. 
Thé story of Mary Magdalene after the crucifixion. The 
author invents a life of Mary in whioh she is extremely active 
in the establishment of the early Christian church. 
Murphy, Edward Francis. The Scarlet Lily. New York* Grosset & 
Dunlap, 19UU. 232p. $2.25. FC, HL, BRD. 
An imaginative but plausible biography of Mary beginning with 
her childhood. 
Olivier, Edith. Mary Magdalene. New York* Appleton-Century-Crofts, 
1935. l6BpT J£750. BRD. 
The life of Mary has been very much romanticized in this 
novel. The story is interesting, but no one should take 
it seriously. 
Roberson, Mrs. H. G. Mary of Magdala. Akron, Ohio* Saalfield Pub¬ 
lishing Company, 1909. $1.50. BG. 
A tale in which Mary is portrayed as a good woman who by 
some case of mistaken identity was confüsed with the courtesan 
of the same name. 
Slaughter, Frank Gill. The Galilleans. New York: Doubleday, 1953. 
307p. $3.50. SG, BRD. 
An interesting and exciting story of Mary but it is not 
authentic. 
MARY, VIRGIN 
Asch, Shalom. Mary. Translated by Lee Steinberg. New York: G. 
P. Putnam's Sons, 191*9. l*36p. $3.50. FC,BRD. 
One of the greatest works of its kind. Directly from the 
New Testament comes this biography of Mazy. The author creates 
masterly portraits of Joseph and of Jesus as a boy. Mary is 
beautifully drawn. 
Borden, Mary. Mary of Nazareth. New York* Doubleday, 1933. 305P. 
$2.50. FC, SID. 
All the facts found in the Bible are used to write this bio¬ 
graphy of Mary. Jesus, however, dominates much of the book 
which could have been better if the author had continued with 
her concentration on Mary. 
51 
Des VaUieres, Jean, (Jean Ravennes, pseud,) Mary of Jerusalem, 
Translated and adapted by Katherine A. Hennesy, New Tories 
Longman's Green, 1932. 291, $2.$0p. ERD. 
A simple and reverent book on the life of Mary, the mother 
of Jesus, 
Frost, Elisabeth (Hollister), Mary and the Spinners, New York* 
Coward McCann, 191*6, 191p, $2.5o. ERD, 
The story of five girls who were the companions of Mary in 
her girlhood and who were helped by Mazy at a moment of crisis 
in each of their lives. It was at this moment of need that 
the Christ child was born. 
Kellner, Esther, Mary of Nazareth, New York: Apple ton-Century- 
Crofts, 1955r"'2U7p. -$3'."95. HL. 
An exact duplicate of the Bible story told in novel form. 
There is no attempt to enlarge or interpret the story of 
Mary as it is told in the Gospels* 
Milligan, Clarence P, Russia and the Woman Today, Hollywood, Calif,: 
Vantage Press, ïnc., 1953, Ï72p. $3.00. SG, 
The author utilizes many historical facts to put together 
this study of the life of Mary, the mother of Jesus, 
Schroeder, Augustina, Mother of Fair Love. Translated by Veronica 
Kirtland, Milwaukee, Wis,: Bruce Publishing Company, 1957, 
195p. $3.50, SG. 
A good look at the life of the Jews during the periods 
before and after the birth of Jesus, Many customs are brought 
to light in this study of the life of the mother of Jesus. 
NATHANAEL, SAINT 
Sutphen, William Gilbert Van Tassel. I, Nathanael Knew Jesus. New 
York: Fleming H. Revell & Company, 191*2. !&>2p» $2,50. ERD, 
A beautifully written story of the life of Jesus as it would 
have been written by Nathanael, the Apostle. It is fictional 
but does a good job of tracing the evolution of the faith in 
Jesus as a Savior. 
52 
PAUL, SAINT 
Asch, Sholem, The Apostle, Translated by Maurice Samuel. New York* 
G. P. Putnam's Sons, 19^3. 80Up. $3.00. FC, ERD. 
A biography of Paul which has quite a bit to say about the 
. world in which Paul lived. 
Berstl, Julius. The Tentmaker. Translated by Clarissa Graves. New 
York: Rinehart, 1951. 312p. $3.50. FC, BRD. 
The author attempts a psychological portrait of Paul. He 
begins his narrative in the youthful days of Paul and much of 
this is necessarily imaginative because Paul is first pre¬ 
sented in the Bible when he is more mature. 
Eiyrnne, Donn. Brother Saul. New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1927. 
i*87p. $2.^0. FCTSID. 
A good portrait of Paul. Some fictional scenes are needed 
to round out the picture of the man but they do not detract from 
this biography. 
De Wohl, Louis. The Glorious Folly. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott, 
1957. 38Up. $3.95. SO, ERD. 
Nothing new about Paul appears in this book. The author 
concentrates upon bringing the period to life and the book 
shows evidence of much research. 
Henkle, Henrietta (Henrietta Buckmaster, pseud.) And Walk in Love. 
New York: Random House, 1956. üOUp. $3.9îJÜ FC, ERD. 
A logical treatment of Paul that is one of the best that 
has been written about him. The author did much research 
and brings the era vividly to life. 
Miller, Elizabeth Jane. Saul of Tarsus. Indianapolis, Ind.: 
Bobbs, Merrill, l£06. $1.50. feG. 
An interesting tale set in the days following the crucifixion 
in Jerusalem, Alexandria, Rome, and Damascus. 
The Author of "By an Unknown Disciple". Paul, the Jew. Garden City, 
N.Y.: Doubleday, Doran, 1927. 2&7p. $2.00. HL, BRD. 
An attempt to explain the mental and moral processes of 
Paul. 
53 
Petitclerc, Grace Myers. Magnificent Three. New York: Crown 
Publishers, 1957. 319p. $3.50. BRD. 
An historically accurate account of the efforts of Paul 
and his missionaries to bring about the spread of Christianity. 
PETER, SAINT 
Douglas, Lloyd Cassel. The Big Fisherman. New York: Houghton, 
Mifflin, 19U8. 5blp. 43.75. to, ERD. 
Good reading but the fictional characters play more im¬ 
portant roles than Peter and Jesus. 
Frieberger, Kurt. Fisher of Men. New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 
195U. 368p. $3.95* SO, BRD. 
A dignified biography of Peter who became the first among 
Christ's disciples. 
PONTIUS PILATE 
Granger, Mary. Wife to Pilate. New York: Payson and Clarke, 1929» 
275p. $2.$0. ERD. 
Although titled Wife to Pilate, this novel is actually a 
history of Pontius Pilate. It pictures him as a human being 
with whom the reader can sympathize. 
Simons, Katherine Drayton Mayrant (Drayton Mayrant, pseud.) First 
The Blade. New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1951» 3lUp. 
&3.00. ERD. 
A fictional story built around the marriage of Claudia 
Procula to Pontius Pilate. The only plausible character in 
the book is Pilate. 
PRODIGAL SON 
Thcker, Louis. When He Came to Himself. Indianapolis, Ind.: Bobbs, 
Merrill, 192Ô. 3U9p. $2.00.ERD. 
A good adventure tale in which the author invents a life of 
the Prodigal Son after he left his father and went out to 
make his way in the world. 
SALOME (BIBLICAL CHARACTER) 
Denker, Henry. Salome» Princess of Galilee. New York: Thomas 
Crowell Company, 191?2. 2U5p* 13700. ERD. 
Important only as an unusual picture of the period. The 
author tries to show Salome as a good Christian woman. 
THOMAS. SAINT» APOSTLE 
Malvern, Gladys. According to Thomas. New York: McBride, 19U7. 
272p. $2.75. ERD. 
Die story of Jesus as told by Thomas Mho doubted him. This 
is also the story of Thomas. 
VERONICA, SAINT 
Kingsley, Florence Morse. Veronica. Nee York: Appleton-Century- 
Crofts, 1913. 312p~ 3T.'5Ü. NG. 
An imaginary tale about the woman who was cured of leprosy 
by Jesus and how she later became a saint. 
Slaughter, Frank Gill. The Thorn of Arimathea. New York: Doubleday, 
1959. 317p. $3.95. Bt, ERD. 
The Slaughter version of the legend of Saint Veronica and 
her miracle working veil. 
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